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What Retailers Need to Know about Hangtags, Labels, and Owner’s Manuals per the New NSPS
The following reflects HPBA’s interpretation of certain provisions of EPA’s final NSPS. There is considerable
ambiguity throughout the rule, and we believe the following positions are legally defensible. Always defer to
your manufacturer’s legal counsel if there are questions about these interpretations.
Step 1 Requirements for Room Heaters (Wood and Pellet Stoves) - May 15, 2015 to May 14, 2020:
1. Hangtags
Are hangtags still required for appliances manufactured after May 15, 2015?
No, hangtags are NOT required to be affixed to appliances.
The EPA is allowing a temporary, voluntary, hangtag for each adjustable burn rate heater, single-burn rate
heater, pellet heater/stove, hydronic heater and forced-air furnace sold at retail that meets the Step 2 emission
limits before the Step 2 compliance date. This temporary label option will end upon the Step 2 compliance date
(May 15, 2020).
What about appliances manufactured before May 15, 2015, do they still need hangtags?
No, hangtags are NOT required for appliances manufactured before May 15, 2015. Appliances that are deemed
certified are considered Step 1 compliant under the new NSPS regime, which does not require hangtags.
Appliances that are not deemed certified and that must be sold by December 31, 2015 do not need hangtags,
even though they needed hangtags under the old NSPS. The old NSPS no longer has legal effect. Under the
current law, hangtags are not required; thus, there is nothing in the current law for EPA to enforce.
2. Permanent Labels
For appliances manufactured after May 15, 2015, what are the permanent label visibility requirements?
Appliances manufactured on or after May 15, 2015 must have permanent labels (not hangtags) affixed in a
readily visible or accessible location that can be viewed before and after installation, i.e., not the bottom of a
free-standing heater. However, an easily removable façade may be used for aesthetic purposes.
Do permanent labels on appliances manufactured before May 15, 2015 need to be readily visible even
after installation?
No, the original NSPS did not require appliances to have readily visible or accessible labels after installation.
Do “deemed certified” stoves in my store need their labels replaced to reflect the new permanent label
requirements?
No, do not remove labels and replace them with something that did not arrive on the appliance. This would be
illegal.
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3. Owner’s Manuals:
Do owner’s manuals for appliances manufactured before May 15, 2015 need to be replaced with updated
owner’s manuals from the manufacturer?
No, appliances manufactured before the effective date do not need updated owner’s manuals. These appliances
are already in the value chain and you will be deemed to comply with new rule’s requirements, so long as you
sell the appliance without altering the owner’s manual and warranty that you received from the manufacturer.
Models that are EPA-certified at 4.5 g/hr or less before May 15, 2015 (deemed certified) may continue to
be manufactured and sold until Step 2 is effective in 2020, but which of these deemed certified appliances
need updated manuals?
Only appliances manufactured after May 15, 2015 require updated manuals. If a product wasn’t in your store
before May 15, 2015, it should have an updated owner’s manual from the manufacturer.
Do owner’s manuals need to be displayed next to appliances in stores?
EPA’s rule does not specify whether or how owner’s manuals need to be displayed, only that they need to be
provided to each purchaser of an appliance. However, it may be best to avoid separating the owner’s manual
from the stove given the rule’s requirement that “Each affected wood heater offered for sale by a commercial
owner must be accompanied by an owner’s manual.”
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What is in the actual final NSPS?
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